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THE MUSICAL TIMES.-AUGUST I, I883. 434 

THE GREAT COMPOSERS. about his march, spoke only in praise of Paisiello 
whom he looked upon as the Erst of all composers 

BY JOSEPH BENNETT. while after him he would hear of no one but Zinga- 
NO.SIII.-CHERUBINI (continedgrompage37s). relli, which deprived our composer of the hope of 

THE death of theBayardofthe Revolution (Hoche) taking even second rank. ' I say nothing about 
naturally excited in French breasts a desire to honour Paisiello ' murmured Cherubini, in a low voice, ' but 
their lamented hero in a manner the most public and Zingarelii ! ' And that was his only answer." 
complete. At the Theatre Feydeau, the idea was to We may add that that only answer Napoleon never 
prepareagrandlyricalscenebywayofPompefsleb?te, forgave. He had a powerful memory for oSences 
and thus turn the stage into a place of mourning. against his self-esteem. 
Accordingly, Chenier received a commission to write Cherubini's next work was the one-act opera 
the verses, Cherubini being chosen to compose the " L'Hotellerie Portugaise," words by an unknown 
music. At this distance of time and among English- author named Saint-Aignau, who, somehow or other 
men, the ceremonial retains no signiScance with re- had contrived to win the master's confidence. This 
gard to the connected event, but it gives a curious work, ISrst played in July, I798, failed completely 
idea of the sort of thing which served to keep revo- owing to the badness of the libretto, but the music 
lutionary and patriotic fervour at white heat among met with favour at the hands of connoisseurs, the 
our neighbours many years ago. It opened with a overture receiving especial praise for reasons which 
tableau at once realistic and symbolical. Maidens many readers of these words will not fail to under- 
and Old Men in classical attire mixed with officers stand. On his part, Saint-Aignau would not accept 
and soldiers in the military dress of the period. There the public verdict as final. He remodelled his book 
was a funereal urn; there were offerings of palms and made another appeal,but again without success. 
and garlands; hymns were sung, drums rolled, mus- " L'Hotellerie Portugaise " struggled through four 
kets fired, and what not beside of a nature alike nights, and then there was an end of it. Cherubini 
stirring and incongruous. The intention was good, proved a little more fortunate with his next opera 
no doubt, but the public refused to "take the will for " La Punition." Desfaucherets was the author of 
the deed," and one journai saidofthe piece: "A sort the libretto, concerning which the cotf?<rfer dRes 
of pantomime; a nullity in point of dramatic merit * Spectacles said: " It has not much in it, is uninterest- 
it was played simultaneously at two theatres, but did ing, and contains striking improbabilities." This 
not draw at either." The Hoche Pompe fxtebre was too, was remodelled, but with better results than 
not to pass, however, without some effect upon the attended " L'Hotellerie Portugaise." Subsequently 
composer of the music. In the result it made an Cherubini, working with Boieldieu, brought out 
enemy of a young soldier just then rising into power, another one-act piece, " Emma, ou la Prisonniere " 
one who united to vast capacity the meanest and (DecembersI799)Xsuccessinitscasebeing-according 
most belittling spirit of jealousy. to M. Pougin decided and prolonged, but on the 

The vorse than womanish feeling cherished by evidence of authorities accepted by Mr. Bellasis 
Napoleon for all rivals is matter of history, and has entirely non-existent. On which side the truth lies 
been proved up to the hilt over and over again. He a contemporary newspaper must be allowed to 
could even depreciate brilliant services that helped determine. " ' La Prisonniere,"' said Les Spectacles de 
to lay the foundations of his throne, when they over- Paris, quoted by M. Pougin, " still draws large 
shadowed his own deeds, or promised to make a numbers to the Theatre Montansier." All this was 
hero more popular than himself. Desaix among his mere prelude to an event of genuine importance-the 
subordinates in the campaign of Marengo, and Mac- production of " Les Deux Journees." 
donald among his marshals in the wars of the empire The book of " Les Deux Journees " was written 
had good reason to know what sort of chief they by Bouilly, the literary colleague of Gretry in some 
served. Even the grave proved no barrier to the of his most important works, and the betrothed of 
great man's jealousy. Hoche, though dead, still that master's youngest and most beloved daughter 
irritated him, and he was impatient of any praise Antoinette. Bouilly is described by M. Pougin as 
bestowed upon the pacificatorof La Vendee. How " the wishy-washy and pompous author, whose 
this unreasonable pettishness aSected Cherubini has pretentious and turgid style might serve as a model 
been set forth by one of the master's biographers, for all Prudhommes, past, present, and future." 
Raoul Rochette, and deserves quotation: We shall not question the judgment nor censure 

"The conqueror of Arcole brought back from Bouilly's weaknesses, since his self-importance led 
Italy a march of Paisiello's, which he wished to hear him to write a book called " Mes Recapitulations," 
at tile Conservatoire. The director, M. Sarette, wherein we read something of the genesis of " Les 
thought he ought to prolSt by the opportunity, and Deux Journees," and learn that the writer first met 
show the young hero,onwhomthe eyes of all Europe Cherubini at the house of Josephine Beauharnais 
were fixed, the entire resources of the new institution afterwards the wife of Napoleon. At that time the 
by employing them on a more important composi- composer was in search of agood librettist-one who 
tion; so he selected a cantata and funeral march could command sustained interest in union with new 
written to words by Chenier by M. Cherubini for the and pleasing situations. " I was happy enough," 
funeral of General Hoche. It is a strikingly expres- says Bouilly, " to realise his wish.... An act of 
sive piece, containing beauties of the highest order, admirable devotion on the part of a water-carrier for 
and had made a prodigious impression on the people the benefit of a friend of mine, amagistrate, who was 
of Paris, but failed to do so on the conqueror of Italy. saved under the Terror as though by miracle, inspired 
The General felt offended that the performance was me with the idea of giving the people a lesson in 
not limited to what he had said he should like to humanity. In a very short time I wrote my piece 
hear; he thought there was an intention to give him entitled ' Les Deux Journees,' and hastened to entrust 
a lesson by showing that France could do without it to Cherubini. He thought he saw in it something 
foreign talent. Perhaps, too, he was wounded at which might afford his rich and fertile imagination 
hearing Hoche's praises sung; perhaps, in a word, all the stimulus he required, and setto work uninter- 
he already desired hymns for no one but himself. ruptedly at composing one of the finest scores of 
Be this as it may, he appeared displeased. Scarcely modern times.'1 After a good deal of vain talk about 
was the performance over, when he went up to himself, our librettist goes on to tell what happened 
M. Cherubini, ands without saying a word to him at the first performance of " Les Deux Journees." 
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Here he is worth quoting again: " The overture 
began and met with general al)probation. The first 
act appeared full of matter well planned and charac- 
terised by absorbing interest. Then came the lSnale, 
that admirable septet cited as a masterpiece of our 
modern school. Enthusiasm had reached its highest 
pitch. Sciarcely had the curtain fallen at the end of 
this act ere a large number of the Conservatoire 
pupils, climbitlg up over the orchestra, surrounded 
their master, who wanted to maLe me share the 
congratulations showered upon him.... But all my 
attention was taken up by my water-cart; the whole 
fate of the piece depended on that, and on more than 
one occasion the public have been known to pass from 
the enthusiasm produced by a f rst act to great 
severity as regards the others. I relied with justice 
on the irresistible spirit of my actor (Juliet); every- 
thing had been regulated and measured in order that 
the scene of the water-cart containint, an illustrious 
personage proscribed by law might produce all the 
eSect we expected; but a mere nothing might 
destroy all our hopes: it was necessary that the 
interest and the comic element in the situation should 
hit the public at the minute, the second, indicated. 
The vigilance of a sentinel whose steps were counted 
had to be eluded. In a word, Count Armand had only 
a single instant for escape. Everything concurred 
to make that instant decisive and favourable to the 
piece.... (It) produced on the whole audience 
one of those outbursts of emotion which cannot be 
withstood, and which are followed by lasting success. 
I felt assured from that moment; and, in my turn 
pressing Cherubini in my arms with the eager utter- 
ance of deep emotion: ' Pardon me, great master; I 
trembled, and should never have been consoled had I 
compromised your fine talent.' ' Never,' he answered, 
returning my embrace-' no, never, perhaps, shall I 
have a better occasion for developing it; and I owe 
you my grandest triumph."' 

" Les Deux Journees" is so zvell known to every 
amateur that a discussion of its characteristics would 
take up time and space without just cause, while 
those who wish to learn what some great masters 
have said about it can gratify their desire by turning 
to the pages of Mr. Bellasis. From the historical 
point of view it is more important to show how the 
opera was received by contemporary critics. We can 
do this, thanks to the researches of M. Pougin. Here 
is what the influential your1lal da Pris said: "The 
music of this work is, without doubt, one of its 
author's masterpieces. Nothing can be more new, 
more original, and more majestic than the overture; 
nothing more dramatic or more finely composed than 
the Enale ofthe Erst act; nothing more simple and 
more tuneful than the elegant airs scattered through 
the piece." " The subject, the situations, the 
music, and the playing of the actors," remarked the 
Colzzzier des Spectcicles, " all interest us, and deserve 
the unanimity of general applause which crowned the 
work.... Citizen Cherubini's style of compo- 
sition is so marked that it is impossible not to know it. 
Force, rapidity, learned and unexpected transitions 
and an accent of deep feeling, which reign in all the 
passionate situations, are so many signs by which, from 
the very earliest numbers, we recognise the inimitable 
author." On its part the Axnee ThedErale observed: 
" All the sentiments of surprise, joy, disappointment, 
gratitude, and hope are, in a word, expressed in the 
tone adapted to them, and the accompaniment 
always adds to the expression with which the melody 
is capable of investing them. The whole is blended 
into a harmonic effect which is one of the richest 
ever yet heard on the stage.'2 Taking these opinions 
in a representative character, it is clear that 
Cherubini, even in his most individual phase, had 

not to wait for generous and discerning appreciation. 
" Les Deux Journees " placed him at once on a 
pinnacle of the temple of art. The opera, which was 
produced on January I6, I800, ran for two hundred 
nights, and soon found its way out of France into 
Germany and Italy. In I80I a much mangled version 
bearing the name of Thomas Attwood, was performed 
in London as "The Escapes," and not till seventy 
years later did " Les Deux Journees," rise in all its 
beauty, above our horizon. The opera figured in 
the Drury Lane season of I872, recitatives having 
been written by Sir Michael Costa, but it failed to 
interest our public. So much the worse, not for it 
but them. 

A tropos to " Les Deux Journces " Bouilly tells a 
curious story which shows what an impression the 
work made even upon people far removed from the 
influence of ordinary operatic doings. One morning 
twelve water-carriers, one of them bearing a magniE- 
cent bouquet, appeared at Bouilly's residence and 
said, " Beg pardon, sir, if we intrude, but wh en the 
heart speaks it cannot be resisted." Asked to be a 
little more explicit, the spokesman replied that they 
came to thank Bouilly, " in the name of all the water- 
carriers, for the honour you have done us by this 
masterpiece on the stage, where blood and thunder! 
- you have drawn us in such a way that it made us 
cry, neither more nor less than if we had been a lot of 
little children." The dialogue continued thus:- 

Bolfilly. I painted you as what you are-worthy 
and excellent men and as you deserve to be painted. 

Shokess1zan. Well, it all amounts to this that, in 
the first place, I have come to beg you will accept 
these flowers as a mark of our gratitude, and then 
give us permission- 

Bolfilly. Permission to do what ? 
Spokessnan. To supply your house with water for 

a year, gratis of course. It is settled with all my 
mates of this part of the town. Each will have his 
week. It will be kind of you to do so. 

Bolfilly. I am profoundly touched by your offer 
which flatters as much as it honours me. But 
permit me to accept only these beautiful flowers 
which I would not exchange for a crown. 

Spokessalcln. 0 do not refuse us, confound it T 
That would grieve us too much. Like a good fellow 
as you are, do not refuse us. 

Bollilly. Let us say no more on the subject, my 
good friends. If my piece made your hearts beat 
believe me your offer makes mine beat quite as 
much, and will never be effaced from my memory. 
As for the flowers, I shall deck my wife and daughter 
with them, but I promise to keep one which will 
remind me all my life of this charming interview. 

Bouilly adds that he and the water-carriers then 
drank wine together, and that he preserved one of 
the flowers beneath a glass shade. 

Cherubini next collaborated with Mehul in a three- 
act opera, " Epicure," which decidedly failed, for 
reasons that may or may not have been those set 
forth in a contemporary paper, Etre7zstes Lyriqges et 
T/ec?trales: " Four insigniScant personages, opera- 
like scenes of magic, a hurried ending, the love of a 
young girl for old Epicvtus, and the child's confession 
before the grave Areopagzls put the spectators in a 
bad humourand inclined them to laughter. It was 
time the piece finished when it did. Little interest 
but facility of versiEcation; agreeable touches, but 
buSoonery for comedy- interest without interest 
but a tolerably satisfactory development of the 
character of Eticllrms, which is in itself pleasing- 
such, to our mind, are the beauties and defects of the 
work. The music is not the music for such a subject: 
it belongs neither to the buffo nor the terrible style 
but makes an infernal noise, produces many 
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orchestral effects, and multiplies difficulties we do 
not R ery well know wherefore. Wishing to surpass 
each other, the two composers who wrote the music 
have oSered us something scientiEc for trained ears. 
The audiencewere not likely to take this into account." 
It is fair to add that this opinion was not shared by 
many critics, who simply complained that, while 
each master wrote well, the general effect lacked 
unitwt of manner- which, indeed was to be expected. 

The period of " Les Deux Journees " and the 
" Epicure " was one of great activity on the part of 
Cherubini. He did not compose much dramatic 
music, it is true, for some time after the failure of 
his collaboration with Mehul, and this has deceived 
some of his biographers into a belief that he was 
despondent and inactive. M. Pougin gives ample proof 
to the contrary. We End that Cherubini became 
connected with a concert speculation at the Theatre 
Louvois, i!l conjunction with Citizens Lefebvre and 
Garat. This failed ignominiously, only two perform- 
ances taking place. A little later the master is dis- 
covered in the midst of a hot fight waged between the 
professors of the Conservatoire and their ex-colleague 
Lesueur, while about the same time he appears as 
part editor and proprietor of the ioxlrnal d'Atollon. 
M . Pougin has disinterred the advertisement of this 
publication, and here it is: " yournal d'Atollon 
by Citizens Cherubini, Boieldieu, and Jadin. This 
periodical will appear under the title of the iouralal 
d'Atollon. It will contain new compositions by the 
three musicianse each will supply two a month 
which, collected, will form six pieces, consisting 
alternately of French romances, rondeaux, duets 
and airs, and Italian duets and cavatinas, or canons 
for three or four voices. The first number will appear 
on the ISt Floreal next." M. Pougin adds, in further 
proof of Cherubini's activity: " It was also shortly 
afterwards that Cherubini was mixed up in a com 
mercial scheme, started} doubtiess, by several com- 
posers to defend their author's rights, disregarded 
somewhat, probably, by the publishers. One thing, 
at any rate, is certain-Berton, Boieldieu, Nicolo 
Mehul, Jadin, Kreutzer, and Cherubini combined to 
found a musical publishing ISrm, in which theytraded 
personally with their own works. The house was 
situated in the Rue Richelieu, then called the Rue 
de la Loi; it is the same which Boieldieu's younger 
brother afterwards took on his own account. The 
trade-mark of the frm was a star, with the name of 
one of the associated composers appearing between a 
couple of the rays." 

One of the stories connecting Cherubini with 
Napoleon comes in about this time, and may be taken 
with as many grains of salt as the reader pleases. 
It is said that among the deputations which went up 
to congratulate the future Emperor upon his escape 
from Fieschi's infernal machine was one from the 
Conservatoire. Cherubini belonged to it, but, knowing 
Napoleon's prejudice against him, kept in the back- 
ground. If he hoped thus to avoid remark, he 
reckoned without his host. The Corsican soldier 
never forgot anybody, and he soon exclaimed, " I do 
not see Monsieur Cherubin," using the French 
rendering of the composer's name. On this Cherubini 
stepped to the front, and the two men looked at each 
other but neither said a word. Another tale follows 
upon this. Napoleon soon after gave a dinner at the 
Tuileries to a number of distinguished men, and 
Cherubini was amongst the guests. On adjourning 
to the salon the First Consul singled out our master 
and began, in his restless manner, to walk him up 
and down the room. He meant to be " nasty," and 
Cherubini must have detected it, wondering, perhaps, 
where the blow would fall. "So," said the lord of 
many le,ions, "the French are in Italy! " As the 

Florentine musician was not a very patriotic Italian 
this did not hurt him much, and he had no difficulty 
in turning a compliment out of it. "Where would 
they not go, led by such a hero as you ? " Napoleon 
seemed pleased, but soon relapsed irlto his disagree- 
able humour, and brought up the rlame of his 
favourite, Paisiello. " I tell you I like Paisiello's 
music immensely- it is soft and tranquil. You have 
much talent, but there is too much accompaniment." 
Cherubini answered: "Citizen Consul, I conform to 
French taste; ' paese che vai usanza che trovi,' says 
the Italian proverb." Napoleon persisted: " Your 
music makes too much noise. Speak to me in that of 
Paisiello * that is what lulls me gently." The master's 
reply showed how unEt he was to Egure in courts. 
Already discerning men saw at what a glittering 
prize the fortunate soldier was aiming, and Cherubini 
very plainly hinted it when he replied: "I under- 
stand; you like music which does not stop you from 
thinking of State aSairs.'" The conqueror's brow 
darkened the hard, stern expression which often 
made nations tremble settled upon his face, and, 
turning away, the conversation ended. 

The First Consul soon made a practical retort upon 
Cherubini. H aving re-established religion in France 
he revived services at the Tuileries, and, sending for 
Paisiello, made him director of the music at a salary 
of I2,000 francs per year. This step naturally irri- 
tated the French musicians, and excitedtheir ill-feel- 
ing to such an extent that even Cherubini became its 
object. Napoleon, we may be sure, was not affected 
by anything they said or did. Retaining Paisiello, as 
long as that composer would stop- the master re- 
turned to Naples in I804 he revelled in the soothing 
music of his predilection. Speculation has often con- 
cerned itself with the real reasons whs Napoleon 
disliked Cherubini's music and preferred Paisiello's. 
One writer (Picchianti) quoted by Mr. Bellasis, goes 
very far afield in search. He argues that the great 
soldier's nerves, accustomed to the " confused noise " 
of great armies, could not have found the Florentine's 
works unbearable by reason of sonority- and then 
proceeds: " It is rather to be believed that in 
Cherubini's music .... Napoleon discovered the 
impress of an exalted spirit, and a certain republican 
austerity, which he did not at all relish, and would 
have been glad even to eradicate .... there per- 
haps arose in him some fear lest such music should 
produce results clashing with his chief objects, which 
were to extinguish in the French people all excite- 
ment opposed, as he thought, to his particular aims, 
and for that very reason he wished, on the other 
hand, to maintain, by means of Paisiello's and Zinga- 
relli's compositions, the reputation of the old school 
of Italian music, the quiet and suave style of which 
seemed to him calculated to lull the popular mind." 
In our opinion, there is no reason to speculate after 
this fashion about a fact so perfectly natural as 
Napoleon's love of soft and soothing music. The 
man who spends his days amid the whirl of a great 
city's business loves to retire at night to some quiet 
suburban retreat, and with equal reason this soldier, 
accustomed to the din of military bands and the up- 
roar of popular enthusiasm, sought relief in unex- 
citing strains. 

In October, I8I3, Cherubini appeared for the 
second time on the stage of the Grand Opera, where 
was produced his " Anacreon, ou l'Amour Fugitif." 
Again he suffered through a bad libretto, his indiffer- 
ence or want of judgment having led him to accept 
a book from an obscure writer named Mendouze. 
One might have thought that the master had had ex- 
perience enough of obscure writers; but no; he went 
on trying to draw a prize blindfold, and alwavs 
getting a bl ank, or worse. Castil- Blaze says: " The 
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Anacreonic libretto struck the public as very weari- that in September, I805, the conqueror broke up the 
some and icy cold. They recei^7ed certain scenes, camp of the " Army of England" at Boulogne, and, 
however, with transports of merriment especially after one of the most astonishing marches on record 
one in which Attacreon when speaking to his hurled that splendid and irresistible host full at the 
favourite Odalisque to ask her for something to drink heart of the Austrian Empire. With magical rapidity 
calls her ' Esclave interessante.' For five minutes he captured Ulm and poor unfortunate hIack, swept 
shouts of laughter prevented the actor from going ontoVienna,crushedAustriaandRussiaatAusterlitz 
on." Thatmusiciansadmired the beautiful overture and then returned to the trembling city on the 

played, by the way, at the first concert of our own Danube as its master. There he met with Cherubini 
Philharmonic Society, and twice egcored as well as once more, sending for him and graciously saying, 
many of the solos and concerted pieces, goes without " Since you are here, Monsieur Cherubini, we will 
saying, but the public would not have " Anacreon " at have some music together. You shall direct my 
anyprice. For the first time in the annals of the concerts." This the master did, so pleasing the 
Grand Opera, they hissed, and the alarmed manager Emperor that his Majesty one day observed, " I hope 
withdrew the work after a run of seven nights. that you are here only for a holiday, and intend re- 

In December of the following year (I804) Cheru- turning to Paris." A courtier would have known 
bini tried his luck again on the same stage, and once how to " improve the occasion " of this speech, but 
morefailed. This time he produced a ballet,"Achille Cherubini was as proud as Napoleon himself, and 
a Seyros," having, however, written only a part of made no sign. Otherwise, perhaps, the Florentine 
the music himself. Ill-fortune attended him in other and not Paer, would soon after have enjoyed so,ooo 
ways. Paisiello, tired of Paris, left and went home, francs a year, with the compound title " Composer 
whereupon Napoleon invited Mehul to take the and Director of the Private Musical Establishment 
vacant post at the Tuileries. The French master, of the Emperor,tand Singing Master tothe Empress." 
it iS said, declined in favour of Cherubini * but several (To be cogltnued.) 
versions of the story are told, and we cannot decide 
whether he was thus magnanimous or not. Accord- 
ing to one authority, the following conversation COPYRIGHT WITH AMERICA. 
took place between the Emperor and the composer of THE question of copyright between England and 
"Joseph": the United States has entered upon a new phase - 

Mehgl. Icanonlyaccepttheplaceonconditionthat that is to say,the publishersofNewYork,Boston 
you will allow me to share st with my friend Cheru- Philadelphia, and the Eastern cities generally are 
bini. beginning to agitate for the negotiation of a treaty. 

Natoleoft. Don't mention him; he is a man of At first sight this appears astonishing, since it has 
snappish disposition, and I hase an utter aversion to always been understood that America, comparatively 
him. a non-producing country in the matter of ]iterature 

Mehul. It is certainly his misfortune to have failed and music, beneCts all round by the liberty of appro- 
in securing your good opinion, but in point of sacred priating, without payment of any kind, the literature 
music he is superior to us all * he is straitened in his and music published in other lands. The matter 
circumstances, has a numerous family, and I should however, is simple enough when looked into, as we 
feel happy in reconciling you to him. hope to show. 

Natoleon. I repeat, I will not have him. In order to illustrate the present state of opinion 
Mehxl. Wel], then, I must positively decline- in the Eastern cities, we quote an article that ap 

nothing can alter my determination. I belong to peared recently in the Bosto¢ Musical Record:- 
the Institute * he does not. I will not allow it to be " The recent ruling of Judge Lowell, of the United 
said that I take advantage of the kindness you show States Court, that Gounod's ' Redemption ' could 
me in order to secure every place for myself, and not be performed in this country with orchestration 
deprive a celebrated man of what he is so justly arranged from the published pianoforte score was 
entitled to claim at your hands. a decision which surprised those who had believed 

Castil-Blaze describes all this as pure invention, that any work published abroad could in the 
and the only thing certain isthat Napoleonrequested absence of an international copyright law be pro- 
Paisiello to name his own successor. Lesueur was duced or published by any American manager or 
the fortunate man. publisher. It is understood that Judge Lowell's 

In I805 Cherubini organised and conducted a willingness to grant an injunction against the per- 
great performance of Mozart's " Requiem." This was formance of ' The Redemption ' without the use of 
his last engagement before quitting the French the composer's score arose from his opinion that 
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bained by quoting from a narrative no more interest- ject and one that we have taken the pains to substan- 
ing than an ordinary traveller's diary. Enough that tiate while contemplating the publication of this 
the party reached Vienna safe and sound, on July 27, article that our leading book-publishers and authors 
and that Cherubini lost no time in making the are strongly in favour of the passage of an international 
acquaintance of the venerable Haydn, then nearing copyright law. There is no doubt that the music- 
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